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Abstract-utilizing dynamic systems on time scales, the theory of monotone flows and fixed 
points is considered, which unifies the theory of continuous and discrete dynamic systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently initiated theory of dynamic systems on time scales (closed subsets of reals) provides 
the framework to handle both continuous and discrete dynamical systems simultaneously so as 
to bring out better insight and understanding of the subtle differences of these two systems. To 
describe such a theory in a unified way, Aulbach and Hilger [1,2] developed necessary calculus 
of functions on time scales and discussed certain basic results. In a sequence of papers, Kay- 
makqalan [3-61 investigated the fundamental theory of such dynamic systems including theory of 
dynamic inequalities, existence of extremal solutions, comparison results, Lyapunov-like methods 
and monotone iterative technique. 
In [7], Gouze and Hadeler generalize classical results on error bounds for fixed points and 
interpret within the framework of the theory of dynamical systems, as a result of monotone 
flows. Such results are also extended to differential equations. They stress that a decomposition 
of a given function with required monotone properties is not the essential requirement but the 
decomposition together with the existence of a suitable initial state is. 
In this paper, we shall utilize the dynamic systems on time scales to unify the theory of 
monotone flows and fixed points for discrete as well as continuous dynamical systems. For this 
purpose, we shall first prove needed inequality theory for dynamic systems on time scale and then 
apply the theory developed to study monotone flows. Our results show a better understanding of 
the differences between discrete and continuous dynamical systems since they are both embedded 
in one framework. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let T be a time scale (any closed subset of R with order and topological structure in a canonical 
way) with to > 0 as a minimal element and no maximal element. Since a time scale T may or 
may not be connected, we need the concept of jump operators. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. The mapping a,p : T -+ T such that 
o(t) = inf{s E ‘IT : s > t} and p(t) = sup{s E T : s < t} 
are called jump operators. 
These jump operators enable us to classify the points {t} of a time scale as right-dense, right- 
scattered, left-dense, and left-scattered depending on whether a(t) = t, a(t) > t, p(t) = t, and 
p(t) < t, respectively for any t E T. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The mapping ,u* : II‘ + Et+ such that p*(t) = a(t) - t is called graininess. 
When T = R, p*(t) E 0 and when T = Z, p*(t) E 1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The mapping g : T -+ X is called rd-continuous if 
(i) it is continuous at each right-dense or maximal t E T, 
(ii) at each left-dense point, left sided limit g(t-) exists. 
We denote by Crd[T’, X] the set of rd-continuous mappings from T to X. The following impli- 
cation is immediate: 
continuous + rd-continuous. 
If T contains ldrs-points (left-dense and right-scattered), then the implication is not invertible. 
However, on a discrete time scale the two notions coincide. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A mapping u : T -+ X (X is a Banach space) is said to be differentiable at 
t E ‘I’, if there exists an a E X such that for any E > 0, there exists a neighborhood U oft 
satisfying 
Iu (a(t)) - u(s) - (a(t) - s) al I +(t) - sl, 
forallsEU. 
We denote the derivative of ‘1~ by uA(t). We note that if T = R, a = &(t) and if ‘II’ = 2, 
a = u(t + 1) - u(t). The following basic properties of the derivative are useful: 
(1) If ‘u. is differentiable at t, then it is continuous at t; 
(2) If u is continuous at t and t is right-scattered, then u is differentiable and uA(t) = 
b (o(t)) - u(t)1 /P*(t). 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let g be a mapping from T to X. The mapping f : T + X is called the 
antiderivative of g on T if it is differentiable on T and satisfies fA(t) = g(t) for t E T. 
The following known properties of the antiderivative are useful. 
(1) If g : T -+ X is rd-continuous, then g has the antiderivative f : t --+ s,” g(s) ds, s, t E T. 
(2) If the sequence {gn}nEN of rd-continuous functions T -+ X converge uniformly on [r, s] to 
the rd-continuous function g, then 
DEFINITION 2.6. The mapping f : T x X + X is rd-continuous if 
(1) it is continuous at each (t, z) with right-dense or maximal t, and 
(2) the limits f(t-,z) = lim(,,,)_(t-,,) f(s, y) and lim,,, f(t, y) exist at each (t,z) with 
left-dense t . 
A basic tool which is employed in the proofs is the following induction principle, well-suited 
for time scales. See [1,2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a time scale with minimal element to 2 0. Suppose for any t E T, there 
is a statement A(t) such that the following conditions are verified: 
(I) A(to) is true; 
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(II) If t is right-scattered and A(t) is true, then A(o(t)) is also true; 
(III) For each right-dense t, there exists a neighborhood U such that whenever A(t) is true, 
A(s) is also true for all s E U, s 2 t; 
(IV) For left-dense t, A(s) is true for all s E [to, t) implies A(t) is true. 
Then the statement A(t) is true for all t E T. 
In case T = W, Theorem 2.1 reduces to the well-known principle of mathematical induction. 
3. SYSTEMS OF DYNAMIC INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we shall prove the basic result relative to the system of dynamic inequalities. 
Hereafter, the inequalities between vectors are to be understood componentwise. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be the time scale as before, let v, w : T --+ IP be the rd-continuous 
mappings that are differentiable for each t E T and satisfy 
VA(t) I f (t,v(t)) I WA(t) 2 f (t,w(t)), t E T, (3.1) 
where f E Crd[T x IP,IP], f(t, ) x is quasimonotone nondecreasing in x, and for each i, 
1 I i 5 n,fi(t,x)p*(t) is nondecreasing in xi for each t E T. Then v(to) 5 w (to) implies 
v(t) 5 w(t), t E T, provided f satisfies 
fi(& x) - fi(G Y) I L&i - Yi), x 2 Y. (3.2) 
i=l 
PROOF. We apply the induction principle Theorem 2.1 to the statement 
0) 
(11) 
(III) 
A(t) : v(t) I w(t), t E T. (3.3) 
A(to) is clearly satisfied since v(to) 5 w(to). 
Let t be right-scattered and A(t) be true. We shall show that A (a(t)) is true. Using 
Definition 2.4 and the property (2), we get 
v (a(t)) - w (a(t)) = [VA(t) - WA(t)] p*(t) + w(t) - w(t), 
which, because of (3.1) and the fact that f(t, x)p*(t) is nondecreasing in x, reduces to 
2, (a(t)) - w (a(t)) I [f (t, v(t)) - f (6 w(t))1 P*(t) + v(t) - w(t) I 0, 
since A(t) is true. Hence, A (a(t)) is true. 
Let t be right dense and N be a neighborhood of t. Assume that A(t) is true. We need 
to show that A(s) is true for s > t, s E N. Consider we(t) = w(t) + <e(n+l)L(s--t), where 
i is the n-dimensional vector (E, E,. . . , E), E > 0. We shall show that ‘u(s) < we(s) for 
s 2 t, s E N. If this is not true, there would exist an SO > t, SO E N, and an index j, 
1 5 j 5 n, such that 
uj(SO) = WOj(SO),Q(SO) I WOi(SO), i # j and vi(s) < woi(s), t < s I so. 
This implies that z$(so) 2 w& (SO) and consequently, using quasimonotone property of f 
and (3.2)) we arrive at 
2 fj (SO, wl(sO), . . . , wj(so), . . . , w,(so)) - (n + l)L6e(n+‘)L(S-So), 
> fJ (SO, WON,. . . , WQ(SO), . . . ,wo~(so)) - L6e(n+1)L(S-So) 
2 fj (SO, wl(.sO), . . . ,‘uj(sO), . . . , w,(so)) - L6e(n+1)L(S-So). 
This contradiction proves TJ(S) < WO(S), s E N. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain letting 
E 4 0, w(s) < w(s), s E N, s 2 t, and therefore, A(s) is true. 
(IV) Let t be left dense such that A(s) is true for s < t. We need to show that A(t) is true. 
By rd-continuity of 21 and 20, it follows that w(t) = lim,_+- u(s) 5 lim,_+- w(s) = w(t), 
proving A(t) is true. 
Thus by Theorem 2.1, we conclude that v(t) 5 w(t), t E T, and the proof is complete. 
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4. MONOTONE FLOWS AND STATIONARY POINTS 
Consider the IVP for an autonomous dynamic system on time scale T, 
uA(t) = 9 (u(t)) * (4.1) 
Having Theorem 3.1 at our disposal, it is now easy to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(a) 9 E C[@,@l, d u is ) . 4 uasimonotone nondecreasing in u, gi(u)u* (t) is nondecreasing in 
ui for each i, and for L > 0, 
gi(U) - S%(v) I L e(% - vi)7 
i=l 
whenever u 2 v; 
(b) 0 I g(ao),g(Po),I 0 and QO I PO. 
Then 
(i) ~0 I U(~,~O), u(t,Po) 2 PO, t E T 
(ii) u(t,uo) 5 u(t,vo) for all t E T whenever (~0 5 ug < ~0 5 PO; 
(iii) u(t, a~) is nondecreasing and u(t, PO) is nonincreasing in t E ‘IL’; 
(iv) 2 = limt+m u(t, cyo), fi = limt,m u(t, ,f?o) exist and satisfy g(G) = 0, g(a) = 0. 
PROOF. Since 0 5 g(ao) and uA(t, a~) = g (u(t, a~)), it follows by Theorem 3.1 that LYO 5 
u(t, (YO), t E T. Similarly by repeated application of Theorem 3.1, we get 
46 PO) 5 PO and u(t, uo) 5 u(t, wo), t~Twhenevercro~uo~~~~/3~, 
proving (i) and (ii). Since (4.1) is autonomous, the solutions of (4.1) are unique and satisfy 
semigroup property, it is clear that (iii) is satisfied. As a consequence, (iv) follows and the proof 
is complete. 
REMARKS. 
(1) If in Theorem 4.1 g(u) = S(u) - u, then a,G are the fixed points of S. 
(2) In the literature, difference equations are sometimes written in the form 
u(t + 1) = g (u(t)) or un+l = g(un). 
As one can notice, in the present framework, we use the difference operator to represent differ- 
ence equations. Consequently, care must be taken when deducing the results corresponding to 
difference equations. 
Consider next the dynamic system on time scale II‘, 
xA = H(x), (4.2) 
where H E C[Rn, R”]. Utilizing Theorem 4.1, we can deduce the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 
(i) there exists a function F E C[Rn x Rn, Rn] such that F(z,x) = H(x); 
(ii) F(s, y) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in x and monotone nonincreasing in y; 
(iii) for each i, 1 < i 5 n, Fi(x,Y)p*(t) is monotone nondecreasing in xi and for L > 0, 
Fi(z, Y) - Fi(z> y) 5 Lk(xi - 30, whenever x 2 3; 
i=l 
(iv) 0 I F(xo,yo),F(yo,zo) 5 0, and 20 5 YO. 
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(a) ~0 I z(t,zo) I4hy0) I Yo, t E T; 
(b) z(t,zo) is nondecreasing in t, z(t, yo) is nonincreasing in t, limt,, z(t,xo) = Z,lim+, 
z(t, yo) = g exist, and 
‘(c) if z(t, 20) is th e solution of (4.2) with x0 5 zo 5 yo, then s(t, 20) 5 z(t, ~0) 5 z(t, yo), t E T 
and if z = limt_+cr, z(t, ZO) exists then 5 5 Z < g. 
PROOF. Define the function g E C[Rd, Rd], d = 2n, by 
and introduce the ordering in Rd+ = R;x{ -R”,} by 
(3 F (3 iffx<xlandy>yl, (4.3) 
or in other words, if u = (t), w = (E:), U, v E Rd+, we write u < TJ iff (4.3) holds. Define the 
reflection operator P : Rd -+ Rd by 
We note that g satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 when we let QO = (zz), /30 = PCQ, 
u = ($3 T(tbo = u(t,ao) = (rct,voj z(t*zo)). Consequently, the conclusions (a) and (b) follow by 
Theorem 4.1. Since ,&I = Pao, u(t,&,) = Pu(t,ao), we have Pg = G where 21 = (i). To 
prove (c), we let (:i) = uo so that cuo 5 ZLO 5 PO, which implies from (ii) of Theorem 4.1 that 
u(t, ~0) 5 u(t, UO) I u(t, /&I), t E ‘I’, proving (c). The proof is therefore complete. 
REMARK. Let F E C’[Rn x R”, R”], all the elements of the matrix FY(z, y) 5 0 and all the 
off-diagonal elements of the matrix Fz(x, y) 2 0, which are standard assumptions considered. 
See [7]. Then F satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2. 
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